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About us

The sky is full of possibilities and experiences, why not chase them
all? Stargazing Mumbai is the passion project of few Mumbai based
amateur astronomers. Soon, many like-minded, passionate amateur
astronomers joined us and a stellar team was born; exploring the
different dimensions of Astronomy together. Over 7 years, the team
has woven myriad experiences around the night skies - be it unique
stories of the constellations, games to engage and learn about Space
Science or explore the infinite offerings of Astronomy; we've got
you covered.

HOW TO REACH US

stargazingmumbai@gmail.com

UPCOMING EVENTS

We at Stargazing Mumbai, are giving you an opportunity to embark on an Astro Tour at
Lonar Crater to explore the Hypervelocity impact craters & the ancient sites yourself.
Give your inquisitive mind a treat and travel along with us to visit the historical wonders
of Lonar. We would love to have you aboard on this scientific journey with us!
Date: 4, 5, 6 November
2022
Location: Lonar, Buldhana
Cost: ₹6750 /person

UPCOMING EVENTS

Stargazing and Camping at Dehene is the perfect weekend getaway. If you want out
from the busy city life, indulge in great skies, and have some great conversations, we’ve
got your back. Far from the concrete jungles and amidst the beautiful Sahyadri
mountains, the star parties will rejuvenate you for your week(s) up ahead.
Date: 29th October 2022
Location: Dehene Village,
Shahapur
Cost: ₹2099 /person

Flash NEWS
James Webb Space Telescope captures
stunning image of Neptune's rings and moons:

On 21st September 2022, the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) captured its
first image of the solar system's ice giant Neptune, revealing the planet in a whole
new light.
The image gives astronomers their best look at Neptune's icy rings for the first
time in 32 years since the Voyager 2 spacecraft flew past the planet on its way out
of the solar system.
The JWST images also provide scientists with a look at seven of Neptune's moons.
In particular, just above the ice giant in the zoomed-out version of its view of
Neptune is a bright point of light that represents the moon Triton. This Neptunian
moon is coated by a frozen layer of condensed nitrogen and appears so bright,
outshining the methane-darkened Neptune, because it reflects around 70% of the
sunlight that falls on it.
The Neptune image further demonstrates that even though the JWST was created
to view extremely distant cosmic objects, looking back in time to the universe as it
existed billions of years ago, it is still delivering important and ground-breaking
results from inside the solar system.

~ Varun Bhalerao

Flash NEWS
Jupiter is at its closest to Earth in 59
years, says NASA

The solar system's most massive planet, Jupiter, made its closest approach to Earth
in 59 years on Sept. 26. The gas giant was directly opposite to the sun as viewed
from Earth, an astronomical arrangement known as opposition.
Opposition is common for Jupiter, happening every 13 months, and the planet and
Earth make close approaches roughly once a year. The arrangement that sees Earth
in between the sun and Jupiter rarely coincides with the massive planet's closest
approach to our planet, known as perigee. But on this occasion, opposition occured
on Sept. 26 and the closest approach on Sept. 25.
As a result, the gas giant planet was unusually bright and large in the sky, offering a
unique opportunity to view its features. Jupiter should be in a prime position for
skywatchers with binoculars or a small telescope for several days surrounding the
two milestones. Finding a site with higher elevation, dark skies, and dry weather
will all improve the planet's visibility.
~ Varun Bhalerao

Flash NEWS
The James Webb Space Telescope has released its
very first exoplanet image:

Over the past three decades, we have lived through a great revolution — the dawn of the
Exoplanet Era. Where we once knew of no planets orbiting distant stars, and wondered
whether the Solar System was unique, we now know planets are everywhere.
Currently, the total number of known exoplanets stands at 5,084 and the count grows
larger with every week. But the overwhelming majority of those exoplanets are detected
indirectly. They orbit so close to their host stars that, with current technology, we simply
cannot see them directly. Instead, we observe their host stars doing something
unexpected, and infer from that the presence of their unseen planetary companions.
To gather JWST's first direct images of an exoplanet, astronomers turned the telescope
towards the star HIP 65426, whose massive planetary companion HIP 65426b was
discovered using direct imaging back in 2017.
The observations of HIP 65426b are just the first sign of what JWST can do in imaging
planets around other stars. The precision with which JWST carried out these
measurements suggests we will be able to learn far more about their atmospheres than
expected. Repeated observations with the telescope could even reveal details of how
those atmospheres vary with time.
In the coming years, then, expect to see many more images of alien worlds, taken by
JWST. While those pictures might not look like those in science fiction, they will still
revolutionize our understanding of planets around other stars.
~ Varun Bhalerao

Flash NEWS
Scientists create the coldest matter in the
universe in a lab:

A team of researchers has cooled matter to within a billionth of a degree of
absolute zero, colder than even the deepest depths of space , far away from any
stars.
Interstellar space never gets this cold due to the fact that it is evenly filled with the
cosmic microwave background (CMB), a form of radiation left over from an event
that occurred shortly after the Big Bang when the universe was in its infancy. The
chilled matter is even colder than the coldest known region of space, the
Boomerang Nebula, located 3,000 lightyears from Earth, which has a temperature
of just one degree above absolute zero.
The experiment, run at the University of Kyoto in Japan used fermions, which is
what particle physicists call any particle that makes up matter, including electrons,
protons, and neutrons. The team cooled their fermions — atoms of the element
Ytterbium — to around a billionth of a degree above absolute zero, the
hypothetical temperature at which all atomic movement would cease.
The team behind this experiment is currently working on developing the first tools
capable of measuring the behavior that arises a billionth of a degree above
absolute zero.
"These systems are pretty exotic and special, but the hope is that by studying and
understanding them, we can identify the key ingredients that need to be there in
real materials," Rice University researcher Kaden Hazzard, who took part in the
study, said in a statement.
~ Varun Bhalerao

Connection with SkiesComets in Ancient Cultures
Unlike the planets and the stars which are usually associated with Gods and other
mythological stories, comets and meteors were of secondary importance to our ancestors.
Comets as a matter of fact were not even clearly understood until the 18th century and
were generally associated with an ill omen according to various archaeological texts found
today. The appearance of Halley’s Comet in the 1910s caused widespread panic as one of
the substances found in the tail, through spectroscopic analysis turned out to be cyanogen
causing people to buy faux ‘anti-comet pills’ and ‘anti-comet umbrellas’.
Comets, unlike any other object in the night sky, did
not appear to travel at periodic or predictable
intervals in the night sky like the constellations or the
moon. This led the observers to think that it was God's
message or a sign. Such ideas instilled fear into the
people and made comets some of the most feared
objects in the night sky. The entry of an omen in a text
records an event that, if or when observed, warned of
another possibility. Some writers have recently
suggested that ‘The Star of Bethlehem’ or ‘The
Christmas Star’ was actually a comet. The Christmas
Star is said to have revealed the birth of Jesus. Comets
appear in the historical records of Asian, European,
and many other Mayan sources that date well before
the time of Christ. The Mayans thought of the stars as
the Gods and the comets and meteor showers as
‘Cigars of God’ or sometimes as flames or arrowheads.
The only place that comets were worshipped was in
ancient Rome. The Romans recorded that a fiery
comet marked the assassination of Julius Caesar, and
another was blamed for the extreme bloodshed during
battle between Pompey and Caesar. After the death of Julius Ceasar, the dictator of Rome,
a great comet marked the sky that was even said to be visible in the day sky. The people
believed that this star revealed that the soul of Ceasar was received among the divine
spirits of the immortal Gods. ‘The Temple of Ceasar’ or ‘The Temple of The Comet Star’ was
built by his great nephew Ceasar Augustus as great political propaganda.

~ Vanij Lad

THE PROTEST OF AQUARIUS
This is the story of Ganymede - immortalised in the skies as the constellation of
Aquarius (meaning the water-bearer in Latin).
In ancient Greek mythology, there was a ritual wherein the gods used to take some
young guy with them. The young guys acted as a helper to the god.
Following this, Zeus took Ganymede, a young fellow with him. Ganymede used to do
all sorts of work for Zeus, even bearing a drink cup. This eventually turned him into a
slave for Zeus.
The Greek god offered Ganymede’s father the finest herd of horses while he took his
son away from him. Ganymede’s father had no choice but to give his son to god. One
day, tired of Zeus’ slavery, Ganymede decides to pour out all of the gods' wine,
ambrosia and water. He refuses to be the cup-bearer for Zeus anymore. As the legend
goes, the water then fell on Earth and caused massive floods.
Later, Zeus tried to punish Ganymede but at last, he realised his own mistake and
made the young guy immortal and placed him in the night sky.

~ Yash Jagtap

Hanle: The Dark Sky Reserve
A first-of-its-kind initiative, Hanle is set to become the first Dark Sky Reserve in India. The
Department of Science and Technology and the Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA) are
providing support for the facility. IIA already manages the Indian Astronomical
Observatory (IAO) at Ladhak, where scientists conduct astronomical observations using
existing gamma-ray, infrared, and optical telescopes to study exoplanets, galaxies, and
stars.

What is a Dark Sky Reserve and how are they identified?
The International Dark Sky Association (IDSA) defines an international dark sky reserve
(IDSR) as “a public or private land of substantial size (at least 700 sq.km) possessing a
distinguished and peculiar quality of starry nights and nocturnal environment, which is
specifically protected for its scientific observations, education, and natural heritage. The
reserve must acquire a core area without light pollution which will enable us to see the sky
in its natural darkness.
The Hanle Dark Sky Reserve will lie within the Changthang Wildlife Sanctuary, situated
4,500 metres above sea level, having a large arid area and sparse population making it a
perfect host for amateur astronomers and stargazing activities.
Moreover, it is speculated that the Government of Maharashtra is also planning to make a
Dark Sky Reserve at Dehene, where we, Stargazing Mumbai hosts our events.

- Saikiran Kumbhar

IMPACT CRATERS AND METEORITES
In light of the upcoming Astro tour to Lonar Crater by Stargazing Mumbai – why not
read a bit about such craters and how they are formed?
What is an impact crater and how to identify one?
Impact craters are depressions formed on the Earth’s (or any other body’s) surface
owing to – as the name suggests – an impact or a hit by a foreign body from outer
space. This body is called a meteorite. When the meteorite crashes onto the surface of
the larger body, it forms an approximately round depression. Due to the immense
impulse, the meteorite instantly vapourizes and generates huge shockwaves
rearranging and recrystallizing the rock structure. This gives rise to distinctive features
which help identify an impact crater.
These features are shown in the diagram below –

One common point of confusion is that of between meteoroids, meteors and
meteorites.
Meteoroids – These are essentially space rocks. They can vary in size from anywhere
between dust grains to size of small asteroids. A meteoroid is often a small fly-away
chunk of a larger asteroid or comet.
Meteors – After meteoroids enter the atmosphere of any planet, they start to burn up.
They are commonly referred to as shooting stars. These meteoroids which gain entry
into a planet’s atmosphere are then called meteors.
Meteorite – If a meteor doesn’t completely burn up in the atmosphere and reaches the
planet’s surface, it becomes a meteorite.

IMPACT CRATERS AND METEORITES
Since meteoroids are made of a variety of materials, consequentially, there are
different kinds of meteorites. Depending on their composition, they are broadly
classified into 3 types.

1.
Iron
Meteorites:
These
are
composed mainly of iron and nickel,
containing trace amounts of silicates
and carbides. Also known as siderites
or ferrous meteorites, they are
believed to be cores of planetesimals.

The Tamentit Meteorite

2. Stony-Iron Meteorites: Some of the most beautiful meteorites – these are made up
of equal parts of iron-nickel metal, silicates, and semi-precious and precious
gemstones. These are classified into pallasites and mesosiderites.
The formation of these stunning pallasites
is still a mystery. These consist of olivine
crystals embedded in metal. They are
believed to be the boundary region
between the core and mantle of shattered
asteroids.
Esquel meteorite; CC- Doug bowman

IMPACT CRATERS AND METEORITES
Formed as a result of collisions
between
two
asteroids,
mesosiderites belong to the rock
class of breccias. These are
essentially broken rock fragments
fused together.

Vaca Muerta meteorite; CC- Brocken Inaglory

3. Stony Meteorites: These are the most commonly found class of meteorites, made
up primarily of silicates. They are further bifurcated into chondrites and
achondrites.
Believed to be the building blocks of the
solar system and the harbingers of
water onto our planet, chondrites are
the most ancient kinds of meteorites
which have remained untouched in the
solar system. Studying them enables us
to understand the formation of our
solar system.

NWA 896 meteorite; CC- H. Raab

Achondrites are igneous. Having molten
into magma at some point before being
recrystalized, studying them holds the
key to understanding the formation of
terrestrial planets. Achondrites mostly
come from asteroids, Moon and Mars.

Cumberland Falls meteorite; CC- Claire H.

This concludes the basic know-how of impact craters and meteorites. So next time you
see an interesting pebble somewhere – look at it carefully, it might be a gift from outer
space! Happy hunting!
~ Srishti Sharma

Artemis
We all at some point have dreamt about humans traveling to distant planets. Well we are not
quite there yet but the Artemis program is one bold step in that direction. The plan of the
Artemis program is not only to send humans back to the moon (first time since 1992) but also
includes the construction of the lunar base, a stepping stone for the first crewed
interplanetary travel to Mars. Before we get all excited about going to Mars NASA will have to
test their new technology first for an unmanned test drive and do significant research on the
effects of solar radiation on the human body because traveling to Mars will be one long
journey for humans. With so much at stake on the Artemis, NASA will need everything to go
smoothly as planned, this being the key reason why they pushed back the launch dates from
2017 to 2018, then 2019 and finally it was announced to launch on 29th August 2022 but got
delayed to 27th September, 2022.
We all at some point have dreamt about Humans traveling to distant planets, well we are not
quite there yet but the Artemis program is one bold step in that direction. The plan of the
Artemis program is not only to send humans back to the moon (first time since 1992) but also
includes the construction of the lunar base, a stepping stone for the first crewed
interplanetary travel to Mars. Before we get all excited about going to Mars NASA will have to
test their new technology first for an uncrewed test drive and do significant research on the
effect of solar radiation on the human body because traveling to Mars will be one long journey
for humans. With so much at stake on the Artemis NASA will need everything to go smoothly
as planned, that's why they pushed back the launch dates from 2017 to 2018, then 2019 and
finally it was scheduled to launch on 29th August 2022, which got postponed to 27th
September, 2022. This launch was pushed back yet again, and now NASA is aiming for a
window between 12-27 November, 2022.
To launch the crew and heavy
payloads, NASA is building the
space launch system comprising of
a cargo hold, an exploration upper
stage, a massive core stage, and 2
extended solid rocket boosters.
Altogether this is the world’s most
powerful rocket and it exceeds the
capabilities of the legendary Saturn
V rocket in many ways. The weight
of this rocket when fully fueled is
over 6 million pounds, 5.2 million of
which is just going to be the fuel.
The ignition and launch will be carried out using 4 RS-25 engines assisted by two solid rocket
boosters.

Artemis
Two minutes after ignition the
solid rocket boosters are spent
and released, eight minutes later
the core stage is depleted and
separated after which the upper
stage will fire briefly placing
Orion into a parking orbit around
Earth. In this orbit, the crew will
reconfigure the spacecraft and
check everything before initiating
their travel away from Earth.
Once the crew receives a go
signal from the mission control,
the crew reignites the exploration
upper stage engines to leave Earth for good. The timing of this maneuver is very important to
reach a speed that will not only allow the Orion spacecraft to escape the gravitational pull of
Earth but also place it into a trajectory that intersects the moon days later. Once this burn is
complete the upper stage of SLS (space launch system) will detach and the crew will coast
towards the moon.
The fundamental difference between Artemis
and the previous mission to the moon
(Apolo) is that instead of requiring Orion as a
lunar command module or to carry a lunar
lander, the Artemis program has a bit of a
different approach. All the requirements
(such as rovers, science experiments, etc) for
the lunar mission will already be positioned
in advance by commercial and International
partners of NASA. But the highlight of this
stage is a dedicated lunar station in orbit
called the gateway from where we can prestage a lunar lander and establish strong
communication with mission control. The
gateway is designed with open standards,
which means it can be expanded as new partnerships and new missions are formed, allowing
multiple manned missions. The gateway is capable of adjusting its orbit so every part of the
moon can be accessed.

~ Chintan Patel

Ringed Planets in our Solar System

When I say the word “Rings”, the image of Saturn comes into the mind of most people. However, it
might be quite surprising for those people that Saturn isn’t the only planet that possesses beautiful
rings around it. All the gas giants: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, in the outer solar system
bear rings. It’s just that for the rest of the planets those rings are not visible from the terrestrial
telescopes. The rings, in general, are found in the special region named as “Roche zone” of their
mother planet, where the planets gravitational and tidal effects prevent the ring particles from
changing their size from micron-sized powder to objects as big as houses by colliding and sticking
together to form a large body.
Jupiter Ring System: Jupiter's
ring system is mainly due to its
four moons: Methis, Adrastea,
Amalthea and Thebe that release
dust from their orbit. This dust
takes the shape of a 3D structure
with finite thickness. It starts
from
the
two
outermost
rings(the “Amalthea” and the
“Thebe” Gossamer rings). Then
moving inwards comes the main
rings bounded by Adrastea which
is much flatter. Then comes the
innermost rings, called halo
which is very dusty.

Ringed Planets in our Solar System

Saturn Ring System: The most famous of all ring systems are the Saturns. It has a massive ring
system out of all the other giant planets' ring systems, which is further composed of tiny ringlets.
By increasing the order of distance, we find first the D and C rings embedded in the Roche limit.
Then comes the densest B ring and probably the one that contains most of Saturn’s ring’s mass.
Outside the B ring, we find the Cassini division which is rich in ringlets. Then comes the
translucent A ring followed by the thin F ringlet which is bounded by two moons, Prometheus and
Pandora.
Uranus Ring System: Uranus rings are
very different as compared to that of
Saturns and Jupiters. It consists of 10
ringlets and two dust bands. The majority
of them are not exactly circular due to
gravitational interactions. Uranus rings
are very dense, made of macroscopic
particles and less dust. Interestingly many
moons orbit between Uranus ringlets (for
example the “Portia group” which
comprises 8 moons).

Ringed Planets in our Solar System

The Neptune ring system contains 5 discrete rings, intertwined with numerous moonlets
resembling those of Uranus. However, they are dustier and less sharp than those of Uranus or
Saturn. One of the most notable features is those five arcs inside the Adams rings. These arcs are
associated with its moon Galatea.

~ Sayali Sawant

A magical visit to the Lonar Crater in 2021
Many people wonder if the
Lonar crater is worth a visit.
The answer couldn't be
simpler, it’s an obvious yes.
The trip to the Lonar crater
started, with a bus ride
arranged by the SM team from
Thane directly to a hotel near
the Lonar site at Bhuldana.
The bus trip was full of music,
dance, and fun conversation.
After reaching the hotel the
next
morning,
everyone
settled in and we all took off
to have breakfast. Post
breakfast we were all set to
explore the beautiful heritage that surrounds the Lonar crater.
The way to Lonar is a short hike, which covers
several ruins and heritage temples on the way,
with amazing history and architecture. On the way
to Lonar, we first came across the Gomukh temple.
It is believed that on the hike to Lonar there are
about 12 temples that one might encounter. We
visited about 7 of them, however. After a great
hike, we finally arrived at the magnificent Lonar
crater, yes! Magnificent was the word that came to
my mind when I saw the crater for the first time.

A magical visit to the Lonar Crater in 2021

The carter was surrounded by green trees and had abundant green water, almost the same color
as emerald. The lake is roughly round and very captivating. What was more thrilling was when
the guide told us about the impact, the impact of the meteorite which created this crater. Things
got more exciting when we tested the water at the crater for its alkalinity. We also learned about
the magnetic properties of the soil around the lake.
The next day in the morning
we visited the Daitya Sudan
Temple where our very own
PD sir told us all about the
mythology, the beautiful
architecture,
and
the
significance of the temple.
After this, we visited the
Motha Maruti Temple, and
with that our trip to Lonar
came to an end.

A magical visit to the Lonar Crater in 2021

All in all, it was a worthwhile and breathtaking visit. Here are some kind words from the people
who accompanied us on this amazing journey to Lonar. “I saw the lake and I was already
impressed, but I feel like the thing that changed my perspectives was to learn about the angle of
impact, and knowing that’s how this entire thing came to be made.” -Orianne Fernandes (graphic
designer). “Coming to this trip was to reintroduce my kids to astronomy and science, which due
to lockdown wasn’t happening much” -Deepika Dubey (pilot, Air India). “It was good for me to
know that in India we have such a nice place which we could visit ” -Jeremiah Dsilva (Senior
Manager, Accenture). “From childhood, I wanted to come to Lonar, I did my MBBS nearby the
area but could never really visit the crater, which was also my biggest regret” -Dr. Sharad Nikhate
(Surgeon).
There are so many more testimonies to share but I think that I would wrap up here and let you
guys head over to the Stargazing Mumbai site and check out our upcoming Lonar visit
https://stargazingmumbai.in/events/astro-tour-at-lonar-crater/ so that we can hear a lot more
reviews and fulfill many more dreams of visiting the crater.
~ Ritika Pandey

crosswords

Send in your answers in @stargazingmumbai@gmail.com and get a
mention in our next issue.
- Saikiran Kumbhar

Stellar shots
The Milky Way

: @ _.y.a.a.s.s.h._
Do
send
in
your
astrophotographs
on
stargazingmumbai@gmail.com and get a chance to be
featured in the next edition of Cosmic Voyager

Click here to subscribe to our newsletter for such
amazing updates.

